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How Can That Kid Be Gifted if
They Have a Learning Disability?
Supporting Twice-Exceptional Children and Adults

●

●

●

with Susan Baum, Ph.D., Patricia Kimathi, MA, Ed.D., BCET, and
Holly Kincaid, MA. Moderated by Cynthia Z. Hansen, M.Ed., ET/P
Susan.Baum@Bridges.edu

TLTenrichment@earthlink.net

Why did I get into this field?

○

Two Crazy Kids (Thought gifted was the cool thing to do, but my kid was an average student with sophisticated ideas)

What I do Now:

○

Educational Therapist & Professional Member of AET specializing in twice exceptional learners and supporting their
families in Ventura and Online

○

Doctoral Student at Bridges Graduate School for Cognitive Diversity in Education

Affiliated with
○
President of the Tri-County GATE Council in Southern California
○
An advisory board member for The G-Word Movie

Holly.Kincaid@Bridges.edu Cindy.Hansen@Bridges.edu
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It all began with Neil!-

How you got involved in the field,
What you do now
Affiliations
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Patricia Kimathi
●

Why did I get into this field?

○

●

●

What I do Now:

○

Educational Therapist in private practice specializing in working with marginalized gifted and twice exceptional students
in Central City Los Angeles.

○

A professor at Loyola Marymount University working with teachers completing fieldwork for their certification.

○

Professional Member of AET working with the Social Justice Committee

Affiliated with:
○

degrees.

As a new teacher I remembered my own life experience as a
student, only one teacher had a plan for students who were
working above grade level, without a plan teachers had me
skip several grades. As a new teacher I promised myself I
would have a plan for gifted students in my classes. I started
attending gifted conferences and it became my life’s work

Co-founder Central Cities Association for Gifted and Talented Children working with marginalized families
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Pat: How do we begin to identify a 2e Child?
Holly Kincaid
●

Name: Emmanual
● Intellectual strengths: visual learner, high
levels of abstract thinking, verbal and numerical
reasoning, spatial relations, strong memory
● Interests: science especially planets and flight
and scholarly reading
● Cognitive profile: spatial, kinesthetic, impaired
social interaction, and limited social-emotional
reciprocity
● Placement: gifted classes, autism spectrum
undiagnosed
● Talent development:: Leadership: Assist
teacher to plan & create science materials. and
presenting science lessons. Small group
instruction creating flight materials
● Outcome- Students in class began to respect
his abilities and sought help from him as he
became a respected and valued part of the class
which built personal agency and self esteem

Why did I get into this field?
As an undergraduate student in Montana, I took an
introductory course in Gifted Education. I was hooked
immediately, and I have had wonderful opportunities to
continue down this path throughout my professional career in
education. I have had the pleasure of having Dr. Susan Baum
as a professor in my Gifted Education MA program at the
University of Connecticut as well as my current doctoral
program at Bridges Graduate School.

●

What I do Now:
I am a Pre-K-5 administrator in Montana Public Schools,
and I am proud to be the a member of the first cohort of Bridges Graduate School.

●

Affiliated with
President of Montana Association for Gifted Children (AGATE)
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Pat: How do we begin to identify a 2e Child?

Pat: How do we begin to identify a 2e Child?
Name Marcus
● Intellectual strengths: High levels of
abstract thinking, verbal and numerical
reasoning, spatial relations, memory, and
word fluency.
● Interests: fascination and involvement with
ways of communicating in future ,
● Cognitive profile: verbal and numerical
reasoning, spatial relations, memory,
auditory learner, culturally diverse thinker
● Placement: private school recommended
extensive testing
● Experiences: Created a project-based
research experience and taught teacher
and class about the world wide web.
● Outcome: As an adult is highly successful
owner of several businesses

Name: Anthony
● Intellectual strengths: levels of abstract
thinking, verbal and numerical reasoning,
spatial relations, memory, auditory learner
● Interests: auditory math problem solving
● Cognitive profile: logical mathematical
● Placement: special ed with resource
teacher, unable to read, could only answer
math problems when read to him.
● Talent development: Leadership: Assist
teacher to plan & create math materials.
Small group instruction for math. Mentored
to lead math problem solving groups
● Outcome: Students in class began to
respect his abilities and sought help from
him as he became a respected and valued
part of the class which built personal agency
and self esteem
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Susan: How do we begin to identify a 2e Child?

Sydney

• ASD diagnosis (socially
awkward, perhaps because of
high verbal abilities?)
• ADHD (but not when involved

in art)
• Oppositional Defiant Behavior

(but maybe because needs
are not being met?)
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Strengths
• Artistic
•

Strengths

Challenges

Challenges

• Argumentative

High verbal ability • Oppositional
Defiant
•

Little productivity

•

Artistic

•

Argumentative

•

High verbal ability

•

Oppositional Defiant

•

Little productivity

•

Severe attention issues

Severe attention
issues

•

• Refuses

to
13
participate in
physical education
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• Refuses

to participate
in physical education

• Poor

social awareness
and social skills

• Poor

social
awareness and
social skills
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The 2e Center for Research and Development at Bridges Academy

4

It's not easy being
green!
Panel: Hansen, Kincaid, Kimathi & Baum
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What do you see as the biggest issues?
Susan -- Because of these complex paradoxes these students

Green
includes
puzzling
paradoxes

High level
comprehension (need
for sophisticated
content) but with
reading limitations.

Creative and
sophisticated ideas
but difficulty putting
them down on paper

Task commitment and
flow time but
difficulty attending to
task when things are
auditory

● become highly anxious,
● use their creativity for survival,
● have low academic self-efficacy (will say they feel like
failures),
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Potential for expertise
but difficulty learning
novice skills and with
automaticity

● feel negative about being different (avoid
accommodations),

Desire to fit in but
little social awareness

● experience depression.

What do you see as the biggest issues?

What do you see as the biggest issues?

Pat: Equality and Equity & Multiple Identities

Holly -- Too often these students are recognized by their deficits
rather than strengths and talents.
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While marginalized students are very likely to be placed in
special education classes, it is very unlikely they will be
placed in gifted classes. The chances of marginalized
students receiving support as twice exceptional students
is even less likely. The most recent federal numbers show
only 8% of students in gifted and talented programs are
Black, although they make up 15% of the nation’s public
school enrollment. Latinos, similarly, make up 18% of gifted
program enrollment but a 27% share of the overall student
population. Removing the barriers to gifted education is
not enough, we must make sure that marginalized
students receive the services they need as gifted and 2e
services.

Panel: Hansen, Kincaid, Kimathi & Baum
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What do they need and What can we do to help?

What do they need and what can we do to help?

Pat: Educational Therapist Perspective

Holly: Public School
Perspective

Advocacy -- in meetings; with parents; with schools

Opportunities for them
to explore their
interests, strengths, and
curiosities.
● Opportunities for talent
development.
● Opportunities for them
to be seen, heard, and
understood!

●

Discuss with the parents their major concerns about their child’s
education and what has worked in the past what has not worked. Be
prepared to help parents share this information as needed during
meetings with school staff.

●

Make sure parents understand the service to be provided, who will
provide services, how often services will be provided and what will
be the length of the services

●

Help parents to understand their child’s interest, talents and
strengths

●

Make sure parents understand learning goals and services needed
to reach these goals.

●

In meetings with the school ask clarifying questions of the school
staff to make sure parents understand test information, goals , and
accommodations.

●
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SUMMARIZE AND APPLY

What do they need and What can we do to help?
Susan & Cindy: From Research
Enable their talents and interests

TAKING STOCK:
“THIS CHILD….”

CREATING
POSSIBILITIES IN THE

TALENT DEVELOPMENT

TALENT DEVELOPMENT

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

AT HOME AND COMMUNITY

CLASSROOM
Is passionate about

Encourage reading novels of

Drama club/ school

drawing

interest at intellectual level

performances

Sees the world in pictures,

Include and integrate visual arts

is dramatic and loves

and performing art options within

performing

the curriculum as entry points or
performance tasks.

Book discussion

Use Synectics and encourage

groups

Has metaphorical thinking
Shows leadership ability
Is primarily a creative

Advanced art classes

Advanced art classes at
Cal Arts

Contests

Mentorship with local artists

metaphorical thinking when
grappling with difficult concepts.

Graphic artist

Would benefit from talent and

for yearbook

problem solver / learned
•

expert
Is a great reader
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multi-talent groupings in the
classroom

Panel: Hansen, Kincaid, Kimathi & Baum
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If you could do one thing to help a child, what would it be?

Holly:
Take time to truly provide
individualization instruction to
meet all their unique, complex
learning needs.
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BILL
THE SCIENTIST

The Winning Project:

Thank You!

Photorhabdus luminescens
Inhibition of Pathogens
&
Its Possible Relationship to the
Healing of Civil War Wounds
That Glowed

Susan.Baum@Bridges.edu
Holly.Kincaid@Bridges.edu
tltenrichment@earthlink.net (Pat)
Cindy.Hansen@Bridges.edu
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Big Minds
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